
Serbia alone had lost a third of its entire population in the Great War, almost half its men.

This film talks about those that never returned home from the two biggest Austria-Hungarian 
prisoner camps on the territory of today's Czech Republic - Jindrichovice and Broumov.

SEVEN THOUSAND SOULS is a documentary - a feature film about the suffering of Serbian and 
Russian soldiers and interned civilians in Austro-Hungarian camps on the territory of today's Czech 
Republic, Jindrihovice and Broumov. The camps had about 500 facilities where there were about 
60,000 prisoners of war.
Extremely difficult working conditions, no food, no shoes and clothes, winter and infectious diseases, 
all this affected the fact that 7,100 Serbs did not survive the camps. There is a mausoleum in 
Jindrihovice where the remains are victims of these camps - 7100 Serbs and 189 Russians. It is the 
second largest Serbian tomb in the world.
The film also contains memories of soldiers who survived the camps, written by a Dutch journalist 
Henri Aber in 1919. The descendants of soldiers from Serbia also speak in the film.

The topic of Serbian prisoners and internees from the First World War is a neglected topic and even 
today, during the first centenary of the end of the First World War, they are completely forgotten and 
this injustice has not been corrected. From the time of the war, it seems that they could not fit into 
that, say, warrior, liberation narrative, where, above all, a soldier with a rifle in his hand was valued. If
you look at any Serbian military monument, it is usually a soldier holding a rifle that is raised high. 
We have only a couple of sculptures of Serb civilians who died ... there are no monuments or they are 
very rare that generally concern the role of civilians, let alone civilians who were in slavery.
But, as defined by the military legislation, a prisoner is someone who, by force of circumstances, 
ended up in captivity and he continues to perform his military duty. We can say the same for the 
civilian internees, that they were citizens of the Kingdom of Serbia who remained to be citizens even 
though they were faced with these completely unexpected and terrible opportunities. It is very 
unfortunate that, practically, for a whole century, they remain outside the collective memory of the 
Serbian people, even though it is a very dramatic suffering. I just think that these people were 
unfairly marginalized and almost thrown out of our general perception of the First World War.

The film stars Lordan Zafranovic, Jelena Ciric, priest Srdjan Jablanovic, etc.
and the narrator is Jim High (english version), Jan Kacer (czech version), Tihomir Stanic (serbian 
version), Mihail Fedorov (rusian version).

Duration 59 minutes.

Director, Sanjin Miric, MA (born in Visoko, BiH, permanent residence in the Czech Republic)
Production, RODOLJUB z.s. Czech-Serbian Friendship Association Prague



The Film Crew

Director: Sanjin Mirić
Screenplay: Sanjin Mirić & Vit Hlasenský
Camera: Zdenek Tripes & Borek Minarík
Editor: Sanjin Miric
Commentary read by: Jim High, Kevin Clarke, Michael Pitthan, Robert Orr
German text read by: Ondrej Kavan
Make-up: Ivo Strangmuller
Music director: Pavel Hrubeš
Production: Rodoljub z.s.,  ( Jelena Ćirić, Petr Bergmann )
Stunts: FILMKA, Ladislav Lahoda, Jan Astl, Matouš Brichcin
Expert assistance: Vladimir Bruženak, Petr Bergmann, Danilo Šarenac
Locations: Vojna Monument near Příbram, Former Broumov children’s camp 
Archive materials: Sokolov Museum, Petr Bergmann, Arhiv SrbijeRTS, YMCA, Danilo Šarenac  
The film featured music by: Boro Dugić:  Ponoćna elegija, Zov za ljepotom, Nebeska Srbija, 
Heroj,TrenBalkanika, Sanja Ilić:  Anathema, Dolina Suza, Simonina, Korana, Za kraj
Slavonic March by P. I. Tchaikovsky
4th, 5th and 6th symphonies by Gustav Mahler
Mojkovačka Tužbalica, played by Bojana Peković
J. S. Bach, Sarabande, played by Lukáš Pospíšil
Djordje Marinković, Tamo daleko, played by Dečiji hor Kolibri, Masashi Yamanaka.


